Modeling portal-drained viscera and liver fluxes of essential amino acids in dairy cows.
The objective of this work was to predict essential amino acid (EAA) use and release by the portal-drained viscera (PDV) and liver of dairy cows. Previously derived equations were tested using data assembled from the literature, refit to the data, and modifications were undertaken to determine the best model for each EAA. The refitted model has the same structure as the original equations but is parameterized using a database of group means, as the original equations were derived using a single study with individual cow data and found to be biased. The PDV clearance model predicted portal vein concentrations given inputs of absorbed and arterial fluxes of EAA with root mean squared errors (RMSE) ranging from 3.3 to 12.1% of the observed means, and concordance correlation coefficients (CCC) ranging from 0.86 to 0.99 when using previously reported parameters. The reparameterized model generated from the assembled data set resulted in predictions of EAA portal vein concentrations with RMSE ranging from 3.2 to 8.6% and CCC ranging from 0.93 to 1.00. Slope bias ranged from 12.4 to 55.3% of mean squared errors and was correlated with arterial EAA concentrations. Modifying the model to allow rate constants to vary as a function of arterial EAA concentrations reduced slope bias, resulting in RMSE ranging from 1.9 to 6.5% and CCC from 0.97 to 1.00. Alternatively, splitting the model to account for use of EAA from absorption separately from arterial use resulted in poorer predictions and biologically infeasible parameter estimates. The liver clearance model predicted hepatic vein concentrations from arterial and portal vein input fluxes with RMSE across EAA ranging from 1.9 to 6.8% and CCC ranging from 0.97 to 1.00 when using reported parameters. The reparameterized model generated from the assembled data set resulted in predictions of EAA hepatic vein concentrations with RMSE ranging from 1.9 to 6.7% and CCC ranging from 0.97 to 1.00. Significant slope bias was present for Arg, His, Lys, Phe, Thr, and Val. Altering the model to represent the clearance rate constant as a function of arterial concentrations resulted in RMSE ranging from 1.8 to 6.5% and CCC ranging from 0.97 to 1.00. The combination of PDV and liver clearance models provided predictions of total splanchnic use similar to those of an empirical model representing splanchnic use as a fractional proportion of absorption that had RMSE ranging from 3.0 to 8.6% and CCC ranging from 0.95 to 0.99, with significant slope bias for the majority of EAA.